Creative & Editorial Services
Some of the services described here are available as part of our many
publishing packages (see separate info sheet) – others are only available as separate,
additional services on an ad hoc basis.

Cover Design
From £180

• Readers DO judge a book by its cover! That’s
why it’s vital that the design for your book is a
perfect fit within the marketplace classified by
genre or subject. The same goes for a book’s
graphic design. It must grab the attention of the
readership you’re after whether on a shelf at a
bookshop or online bookstore
• A professional, eye-catching and appropriate
cover can make a huge difference to your book’s
chances – and you might be pleasantly surprised
by the price
• We provide bespoke photography, illustrations
and graphic design to the highest standards. We
have handled these areas for some of the biggest
authors in the world covering a wide variety
of subjects from fiction to business including
complex interior layouts involving illustrations and
text

eBook Conversion
From £100

• We can convert your book to all the popular
eBook formats for publishing on all the major
eBook retailers
• Unlike many eBook conversion companies, which
are automated, all our eBooks are converted by
real people to ensure that the finished product
is of the highest quality and compatible with all
eBook reading systems

jonathan@m-ybooks.co.uk
00441992586279
M-Y Books Ltd, 187 Ware Road, Hertford
Herts. SG13 7EQ

eBook & Print-on-Demand
Services for Authors
Price on Application

Proof Reading
We’ll check and correct your MS for typos, spelling
errors, grammar and punctuation issues, plot/
character inconsistencies and so on. Of course, all
changes are ‘tracked’ so you can accept or reject our
suggestions! In the end, the decision is entirely yours
Editing
Sometimes this means re-ordering chapters and
rewriting entire passages; other times it’s simply
a matter of tidying up grammar and ironing out
inconsistencies in style. The ‘depth’ of editing is
something we’ll discuss with you before we begin –
and, of course, only if you agree that it’s needed!
Reader’s Report
As the name of the service suggests, one of the team
reads through your manuscript and provides a report
with suggestions and an indication of the amount/
depth of proof-reading and editing we’d recommend
Ghost Writing
Not everyone’s an author. Maybe you simply have a
story to tell and you’d rather someone else put the
words together – or simply took your rough outline
version and turned it into a polished manuscript... No
problem. Talk to us about the book you have in mind
and we’ll make it a reality.

